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Abstract
A conditional probability computer has been designed and constructed
for the purpose of investigating its application to simple data processing
and control situations.

The design of the computer is based on the

original work of !eM. Uttley at the National Physical Laboratory, but the
actual computer operat•• in a different manner from Uttley's
a number

0

co~uter in

r fundamental ways.

The computer is an adaptive device which makes short time estimates
of the statistical structure of iritorD'lation presented to it in the form

ot patterns of binary digits. Whenever a pattern is presented to the
inputs of the computer, a decision is made, on the basis of these
estimates, as to whether or not the pattern is complete.
complete, digits are inferred in
complete.

It is

s~gested

code-correction device, It
controller.

If it is' not

the approj:friate channels to make

it

that the computer may be applied as an adaptive

binary

sequence predictor, or an optimizing
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1.
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background
The problem of the ttmeehanizat ion

O.r

thought processes" has been

the sUbject of considerable research on the part of a substantial
number of scientists and engineers inreeent years.

This research has

largely been aimed at two goals'; the understanding of the operation of the
brain. and the nervous system through a study of the operation of "models"
of 'Various parts of it, and the construction of machines capable of
performing useful control functions hitherto performed only by hon
beings.

Efforts 'are being made towards the mechanization of such

functions as pattern recognition, learning, self organization,
optimization of performance, adaption to a changing environment, weightJ""
ing of information according to its

s~gnif'icanee,

problem solving and a

whole host of others which would unquestionably be useful to a oontrol

S1St_, and which are certainly performed at present only by human
beiDgs.
A number of writers have d.evoted. considerable effort to the
d.erivation ot general principles for the design of such machines and to
the formation of estimates of the limits, if' any, on machine Itintelligemee tt •
"hI.y 9,10 is primarily interested in 'deriving engineering principles on

which the design of learning machines "could be based.
interested in the Inechinizatiicn of pattern recopition.

Selfridge 11,12 is
l"orter 13

discusses the principles which are likely to be of importance in the
design of self-organiZing control systems.

Andrew 16 is interes\ed in

the application of leaming machines to the control of industrial
processee.

In additiorl, • tew moderately successful attempts have beem

_de to construct lIlachines capable of performing a number of the functions
enumerated above.

Uttley 1, •••• 7 has built • eond itional probability

computer which successfully imitates many features of one manif'e'station
of animal pattern recogaition; namely, conditioned learning.

Rosenblatt 8

has built a tt'brain model lt which enploys the random interconnection of basic
elements, and. which must be "taught. to perform in the desired man:ner.
Gabor 14,1~ has built a learning machine which e an -be -taught" tt. be an
opt1Jnum. least-mean-equare filter or predictor.

The foregoing literature

by no means represents • complete survey of the work being carried out
in this field.

'!he work described in these papers is, however,

indicative of the progress which has been made.
Whatever the form of future self-organizing systems, it seems
appareat that the computation of conditional probabilities will forman
important part of their operation.

or

Uttley"s hypothesis that the tunot!on

certain neural networks may be to compute eonditional probabilities -2

.ee. to be ~Ultified, at least partially, by the suocess of his computer
in imitating certain forms of conditioned learn:mg.

McKay 10 has suggested

that tbe mechanization of intellect r.quires that analogue conditional ~
probabilities of digital decision pr06esses must be computed., and Porter 13
has emphasized-that the computation of conditional probabilities will
likely form an important part of the operation of self organizing control
systems.
One of the purposes of the "Computer and Control Systems Laboratory"
recently established at the UBiveraitt of Saskatchewan, is to cond.uct
research into the problems relating to the design. of self-organizing
control systems.

h view of th'e probable importance of the role or

conditional probability in the operation of such systems, it was
decided that a first approach to their mechanization should be .ade
through the design and construction of a condition.al probability
computer, which could be applied to simple control situations.

The

purpose of this work is to describe the development of such a
conditional probability computer from Utt1ey' s original design, to
deseribe some of its properties from an engineering point of view and
to suggest some possible applications.
1.2

Basio Theory

1.2.1 Properties of Bim.ary Patterns
We shall be eeneeraed with time sequences of binary patterns, and

it istbepurpose of this section to clearly define what we mean' by a
"'bi"nary pattern", and to define the terms which will be used in

describing sueh-patterns.

A generalized conditional probability computer,

.sdefined in the following pages, possesses a set of (n) input charmels
which 8Q4)le the values of a corresponding set of (n) binary time variables,
whose values (0 or 1) oo'cur synchronously and at discrete intervals' of

t 1me. '!he variables will be named a, b, c, d, e, •••• , and the complete
set of their values which is presented to the inputs of the computer at
any time will be called a co~lete input pattern.
input patterns which

CID

There are 2D complete

be formed from a set of n binary variables.

It

is convenient, tor the pusposes of later diseussions, to number these
p08sible complete input patterns trom 0 to 2D...L, and to tabulate them

tor reterenee, and this has beem done in Table ! tor n-'.

A particular

complete pattern can be referred to by its number in Table I, or symbol
ically by writing out the logical prod,uct of the variables in the pattern,
appropriately oomplemented (in the sense ot Boolean algebra).
ex~le,

the 11th complete pattern ot Table I consists

o,r

FOr

the set ot

values (a-o, b-l, c-o, d-l, e-o), and m~ be represented symbolically
by (ibC'di).

The corresponding symbolic representation of the i t h

complete pattern will henceforth be referred to as ~..

Thus ~l' for

example, - (ibide).

3i will be thought of as 8. binary time variable whose
value will be 1 whenever the i t h complete pattern is presented to the
computer inputs, and 0 otherwise.
In • particular complete pattern; the set of all the variables which

are equal to nity will be called a positive pattern and the se't of all the
variables which are equal to zero will be e aIled a negative pattern.
shall associate binary time variables Ii and Ii with the i
and. negative patterns, respectively, as follows.

th

'We

positive

At any particular time,

if the i t h positive pattern occurs as part of the complete pattern
actually presented to the computer inputs at that time, then Xi
O'thenfise, Xi • O.

ljg

1.

Similarly,if the i t h negative pattern occurs as pan

of the complete input pattern at

that'~time

then Ii

e

1.

Otherwise Ii- O•

Xi maybe written as the logieal product of the values, taken at'the
particular sampli:ng time of interest, of the variables which are uDity
im the i t h complete patten.

Similarly Ii may be written as the logical

product of the complemented values, taken at the particular sampling time
of interest, of the variables which are zero in the i t h complete' p attem.
For example, referring to Table I, the 11 t h complete pattern, ('ibcdi),
is composed of the positive pattem ('8d) and the negative pat'tern (li.ee).

The 11 t h positive pattern 'Would be said. 'to have occurred at a particular
time if the sampled values of both (b' and (d) were unity at that time"
irrespective of the values of the other variables.

Similarly, the 11th

negative pattern would be said to have occurred at a particular time

it

the sampled values of (.), (0 ) and (e) were all zero at that time"
irrespective of the values of the other variables.

In the former ease

Xi-(bd)-l, and in the latter case Ii=(aee)=l, at the particular time-.
It is apparent that the logical product of Xi and Ii' Xi Yi9 is simp-I,,'?,

3:1.;

XiYi·~·

If' we refer to • variable 'Whose value is uftity as an nactiv~n

variable and one whose value is"i zero is an

ttin.etiv~tt

variable, then

super and sub-p·attems of positive and negative patterns may be defined
as follows.

A super-pattern of a particular positive pattern is my

positive pattern containing all" the aptive variables of the pariic111ar
positive pattern plus one or more other active variables.

A sub-pattern.

of a partieular positive pattern is one containing some, but not all, of
the active variables.

Referring to T~ble I, (abe), for example, is a

supeI"-pattern of each of (a), (b), (e), (ab), (ae ), (be), and a sub
pattern of eaeh of' (abed), (abe.' and'(abede).

'l.he corresponding

definitions for negative patternsmay:be obtaineci.sirnplY' b:Y replacing
ttpositive lt with ttnegative tt and ttactive tf with -inactive" in the above'
diseus sion.

'!'he rank, r, of' a

pattertl wili be defined

aetive variables contained in the p.t'tern.
(r) possess"s

Cft.. r)

U

the number of

A positive pattern or rank

supel'-patterns of'irank (t+l), and (r) subo-patterns

A negative pattern or"rank (r) possesses (r) sUP~I'"

of rank (r-1).

patterns of rank (%'-1), and (m-1') su~p.tterns of rank (r+l).
A generalized conditional probability Qomputer with n input: ehflM~ls

, possesses 211 identical units, each untt corresponding to a

p.rtieul~

complete iRput pattern, and the convention will henceforth be

adopt~d

to

the nplbering scheme of Tabl~ I

f'or the pat.terns which <'they rep'~s'e.tl

In gperal, subscripts w~ll be

mnnberingthese umits to correspond
it!

", 'f;

of

~

<:

used to ind.icate the particular unit ihien .~ being discussed where ~t
is i1Rpo~ant' tG the discussion to speeity it$ pos1tieD in the hiet-arqh:r
\'

of units.

..

Subscripts ,ill be omitted; howev~r, when the discussion

~elatestb 'the

properties Qf .,typiea:J. unit, \W1thoutrererence~,to\.,itl,r

tuDctioD as part

or the

oomp~t,eJ'.

6.
1.2.2 Stochastic Input Pattern Sequences
In general, we shall be concerned with time sequences of input
patterns which are stochastic (random) and non-stationary.

We shall

ignore the t:ime order of occurrence of the input patterns (this will be
considered in seotion 4.3.2 for' a special ease), and shall focus our
attention on

I

statistical description of the input pattern sequences

based on the first probability distributions only; i. e., on the
probabilities of the occurrence or non-occurrence of particular patterns
at any input pattern presentation.

We shall be concerned with the

estimation ef these probabilities for positive or negative patterns, but
not for complete patterns (see seotion

2.4). Since the techniques for

handling positive and negative patterns will obviously be the same, and
since our prime concern will be with positive patterns, we shall limit
the present discussion to positive patterns only.
A stationary, stachaetic time sequence of positive patterns has
associated, with each possible pattern a fixed (time--independant)
prebability, which is the probability of oceurrenceof that pattern at
any input pattern presentation to the icomputer.
probability will be writtem P(Xi-l).

For the i t h pattern, this

This probability can be estimated

tor .. stationary eequemce by direct CGUJIlting, as follows.

Suppoee that

Ni is the number of occurrences of 11-1 in N input pattern presentations.
Then the ratio of Ni to N is an estimate of P(Xi-l), thus

~ (%1-1) -

N

1

w-.

1'1

where the e1rcumfiex indicates an estimated value.

•••

(

)
1.1.

This estimat-e can

be made with any desired degree of confidence sjmply by choosing

u;

appropriately large value ofN.
For non-stationary sequences, however, the probabilities cannot be

7.
estimated over arbitrary sequence lengths.

We shall be coneerned with the

estimation of pr.babilities for the recent past of non:--stationar:r sequences.
The estimated probability fer the i t h pattern will still be referred

to

as ~(Xt=l) but, since it will be a tt'running tt value, it must be interpreted,
not as the estimated probability that the i t h positive pattern will occur
at am.y input pattern presentation to the computer, but as the estimated
probability that it will occur at the next input pattern presentation.
Suppose that the i t h positive pattern has been presented to' the
computer inputs at

at

particu.lar time, and suppose that it represents the

set of all variables which are unity at that time.

Then we shall be

concerned with the estimation. of the conditional probability of accurrence
of" any other positive pattern, say the jth one, given the occurrence of
the i t h one; i.e., ~(Xj-l/rflll). This conditional probability is
estimated as follows.

Equation (1.2) is valid for any Xj and any Xi.

It is app arent~ however,

that XjXi will be a supe!'-patterm of Xi' for all j~i (neglecting' the
trivial case where Xj is a sub-pattern of Xi' since the conditional
probability is alwqs unity irlthis case).

Therefore all possible

conditional probabilities which can be calculated from equation (1.2),
for any Xi' are includ.ed in the set (i)f conditional probabilities, of all
supe%'-patterns of Xi.
The occurrence of Ii-I at aBy input pattern presentation precludes
the actual occurrence of" Xj-1 at the same presentation, where Xj is
supe%'-pattern of Xi.

at

The conditional probability given by equatiQn (1.2)

is not, therefore, the probability that Xj-1 will actuall)"eeeur, .;tlle
same presentation in which Xi-I, since this probability is ZeTG.

Neither

is it the probability that Xj-l will eecur at the next input patterm.
presentation arter the one in which Xi-l, since the time order of input
patterns has net been taken ate consideration in the estimation. of the
probabilities.

Rather, it must be regarded as the probability that Xj-l

should have occurred, given that Xia1 actually did occur, at the particular
imput pattern presentation.

2.

2.1

DEVEIDPMENT OF THE COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS

General
Uttley's eoftditional probability eomputer was designed to simulate

pattern reeognition, such as is encountered in conditioned learning,
in the hope that the' structure of the computer might be suggestive of the

organizatien of the nervous system.

As a result of the biological

orientation of his research, Uttley's computer is rich in interconnecting
lins, some of which are redundant from an engineering point of· view.
In addition, the basic analogue st0rage element in his design operates

in a highly non-linear and ineonvenient marmer, which is not actually
necessary to the operation of the computer.

In this section, we shall

review the considerations whieh led Uttley to design his computer in this
way, and shall then suggest some iImevations which might be made in the
design of a computer more suitable for engineering use.
2.2

The Design of uttley's Cemputer

2.2.1 Background
uttley suggested, in 19,41 that certain portions or the nerflus
system might be organized so as to form a classification system. for
patterns of binary variables.

The elassification system defined by

Uttley has n input channels and 2lil..l umits, each unit representing one of
the 2ll.1 possible positive patterns which can be formed from the input
variables.

The function of each unit is to indicate whenever the

particular positive pattern Which it represents is presented to the system
iJIPute.

Such a system may be said. to ttreeognizelt patterns, prOVided that

the patterns whieh occur are knnB to be correct.

Uttley suggested

that such a elassification syst'em could arise to some ext_i,:Sf\:~"
nervous system from random fibre growth, if • syn.apse is formed whenever
an axon and a dendrite grow to within a critical distance of one

another.

The structure of such a classification system is shown in

Fig. 1.

In a second paper2 he preposed that the classification system be

extended, to allow learning to take place, by having each unit store a
voltage preportiomal to the number of times that the unit has indicated
in the past.

'!he voltage in the i t h Unit is then propertional to

~(Xi:=l), estimated en the assunptiotl that the illput pattem sequence is

stationary, and the system effectively stores all values of ~(Ii=l)
for i := 1, 2, ••• , 2m.. 1.

'!'hus sufficient infoI"Dllition is available ift

the system for the caleulatiol'lef all possible estimated conditib:m.al
probabilities based on past frequencies of occurrence of positive input
patterns.
In o1'd,er to give the system. a decision taking capability, Uttley

preposed that it be designed so that the (i)ccurrence of a particular
positive input patterll would result in the inference

or all

its

eupel'-patterns whose conditional probabili.ties ef occurrence, given the
occurring pattern, were greater than a pre-set threshold.
FiDally, he proposed that the counter in each unit be made
to avoid the problem

or

ftle~U

COURter overflow and to provide a time weighting

ef':f'eet, causing reoent events to possess a greater weight than earlier
onel.

'!tis propert,. a11ns the" conners to make effective

sho~t1Jl'le

estimatee of the prebabi1ities, when the iD.put pattern sequence 1s
non- etat!0nary•
Fol1owil'lg Uttley, we shall call
• conditi8nal probability cOJJPuter,
cemputation

a system

or CPC,

possessing these properties

even though the actual

Qr conditienal prebabilities is not necessary to its

(see seetiGn 2•.3.1).

~ioJl

Uttley has discussed the properties of CPC's fram

a bi.logically oriented point of view

3,4 and has attempted to show that

11.

portions of the nervous system are organized in such a wIl:f that their
function ceu Ld be to compute eomditional probabilities 6.
he has d.emenstrated, with an actual computer

5,7, that a

In add.itiolt,
CP C will

successfully imitate many terms of conditioned learning and pattern
recegmition in animals and human beings.

The counter in each unit of a CPC must store a ttrunning" estimate
of the probability that the positive pattern represented by that unit
will occur at the next input pattern presentation to the CPC.

A useful

ru:m.ning estimate of this probability can be obtained i f the cOUrlter in
each unit stores a voltage which is increased by a constant increment each
time the positive pattern represented 'by that unit is presented to the
CPO inputs, and. which decays exponentially with time in the absence of

such presentations.

However, with this system of direct estimation, the

calculatien ot a conditional probability involves the division of one
voltage by another, and is therefore difficult to mechanize.

The

operation of division can, however, be replaeed by the easily mechanized
operation of subtraction, if the stQred voltage in each unit is inade
preportienal to the logarithim of the estimated probability.

If

~(Xi-l) is the pnbabi1ity, est1mated"in the manner described above, then

Uttley proposed. to store a cCiIHlmer voltage, Vi' in the i t h unit such
that

where B is • constant.

The calculation of the conditional probability

that Xj-l at • particular time, given that 11-1 at that time" may thea
be carried out by simply subtracting Vi from vj,thus:

V~V1

9(X~f·l)

-

A

-B log ~(X1.1) .. -B log p(XjUl/Xiu1 )

The eeumter in uttley's CPC was desigmed to approximate equation (2.1).
A diagram of Uttley's ceunter is shown in Fig. 2.

When a count

eecurs, the ceunting capacitor Cc is allowed to share charges with 0,
thus reducil'lg the voltage on a by a factor, k, In between counts the
voltage on C recovers with time constant, "'( , towards the reference
voltage, E.

Thus, whenever a count occurs, it is given a "weightMwhich

is proportional to the counter voltage at the time of its occurrence, and
as it recedes into the past its ttweight lt is reduced exponentially.

It

can be shewn that, ever a portion of the scale, the voltage stored in
this counter in the i t h oit is, approximately,
vi~ -B log

~ (Xi-I) + C

••• (2.3)

where ~ (Xi-I) is estimated, in the manner previously described.
The response of this counter to a train of equally spaced counting
pulses is shown in Fig. 3.

The counter reaches an equilibrium state after

a time which depends on the coumting constant, k, and the recovery time
oonstant, 1'.

The equilibrium state is oharaoterized by stead,-state

voltage fluctuations.

It can be shown that the equilibrium Voltage tor

a tmif'onn pulse train ot period T f'luQtuates between the values

T

veT) •

v# (T) • k VI (T)
where

Vi

(T) and.

Vll(

T

2 E exp (-~ ) sinh (2'f' )
v/(T) •
'.
T
1  k exp. (-t,:'

••• (2.4)

T) are the ceunter 1 v o l t a g e s immediately before and

immed,iately arter, respectively, the occurrence of a counting pulse.
2.2.3

The Inference Structure
'!be comparison flmction initiated by a counting unit to detennine

1:nterences is called superoontrol, since it operates only on superunits
of the counting unit.

In Uttley's computer an inference o,f a particular

super-pattern of the occurring pattern is made by supercontrol if the

13.
difference between the counter voltages stored in the counting unit
and the particular superunit is less than an arbitrarily chosen threshold
Suppose the counting umit is the i t h unit and t,he super

quantity, t.

unit is the jth unit.

Then inferenc e

o.r

Xj • 1, given that Xi • 1, is

made it

••• (2.5)
Because of the nature of the counter, Vj - vi is approximately
prop0rtional to the logarithm o£ the estimated conditional probability
~bat X'j • 1,

given Xi • 1, provided v j and vi are beth less than about

) 90% of full ae ale.

In this range, then, for inference

v j - v i ~ - B log ~ (Xj • 1

I

Xi • 1)

<

••• (2. 6)

t

,bich cerresponds to
~ (rj • 1

I

Xi .. 1)

>

t

h • e"tp ( -!)

••• (2. 7)

Supercentral is carried. out by diode interconnecting networks ana.
comparator circuits, and inference is registered by a

vacu~tube

flip-

flop driving a relay which tums on a light.
If all counting uBits were allowed to exercise supe:r-centrol, then

inferences could be mad.e not only on the basis of the occurrence of the
total positive input pattern, but on the basis of the occurrence CJ)fall
1t.a,.ub-patterns as well.

Thus the subunits of the highest rank' count:i1tg'

,,-nit are inhibited from exerting supercontrol, simply because
i~ividuallY',

their activation gives less infannation than is actually

available at the inputs to the computer.

Without this rule,

contradictory inferences could result;
Since a sub-pattern of a particular pattern cannot be less
probable than the patten itself, the inference of any pattern by s'upe.!"=
control causes the automatic inference of all its Bub-patterns and
lights go on in all subunits of the inferred unit.

This fuction is

14.
called sub-control.
In summary, sup ereent rol is carried out from the highest couRting
unit to all of its superunits, all subunits of the highest counting
unit are inhibited from exerting supercontrol, and the inference of alf1
unit by supercontrol results in the automatic inference of all its
subunits by eubconbroL,

2.3

.An Examination of uttley's Computer

2.3. 1 'l'be/~tunt ing Method
The attempt to approxi.mate log ~ (Xi=l) by the circuit of Fig. 2
was made in order to replace the division operation required to calculate
a eonditio:n.al probability by the more easily mechanized operation of
subtraction.

UJrl'ortumately, the difficulty involved in mechanizing the

taking of a logarithm is of the same order of magnitude as that involved

As a result, the logarithmic approximation is

in mechaniZing d:1visien.

only good over a portion of the counting scale.
However, there is no need to calculate ac·tual conditional
probabilities in a maohine which makes inferences only when the
estimated conditional probability is greater than

8

threshold.

The

criterion for irlferenee of Xj • 1, if X'1 • 1, Where X'j is a super
pattern of Xi' is

~
C\)T

(X j • 1

I

Xi • 1) ;> h

~ (IjXi • 1)

~ (Xi •

1)

•

~
~

(X j • 1)
(Xi

lIIIl

I)

>

h

••• (2.8)

If the counter voltages Vj and Vi are proportional to ~ (Xj • 1) and

~ (Xi • 1), respectively, then the criterion becomes

~

or

Vi
Tj

>
>

h

hVi

••• (2.9)

1.S.
'!'hus it is suffieient t. cempare vjwith hv! and to make an iJ(erence
wheRever v j is great er than hvi.
In additio%l to being urmeoessary, the logarithmio oounting method

results in a %lum.ber of' difficulties which could be el1mi%lated 1n a
oeunter employing unUerm weighting of counts.

The logarithmic

approximation possesses an additive constant, 0, and thus an estim.ated
probability of unity is represented, not by an enJ>ty counter, but by
8.

counter storing a veltage C.

The counter voltage is thus limited

to the range between C and about 90% of m.aximum i f the logarithmic
approximation is to be valid.

This restriction eliminates nearly half

(l).f' the possible coumting range, thus reducing the resolution of the

counter, and. it sets a lower limit on'the counting rates which the
computer can handle.

e,r

In addition, as a result of the inference criterion

equation (2.,), if all counters are at the same voltage the

occurrence of any pattern will result in the inference of 811 its super
patterns.

This situation will arise if no inputs have been presented to

the computer tor 8 t1lle considerably longer than the time constant, 1-"

,

in. whieh 08ee all counter voltages will approach the referenoe veltage,
E.

uttley"

suggests that this' can be prevented. by allning each input

chaBel to oou:nt rand.omly and indepenC!ently of all the other channels,
at a rate which is low compared to that of normal events in the channel.
The problem can be avoided entirely, however, if a uniform oounting
system is employed which counts ·up· and dec ays "dewn".
absemce of events will e'V'entually

res~lt ill

all counters

Then the
beeomi~

in which case the inferenoe criterion of equation (2.9) cannot b~
satisfied.•
2.3.2

'!'he Inference Stnoture
The supercontrol structure of uttley's computer provides full

empty,

16.
generality of interconnection.
centroL at the

~ttom

However, the inferences made by 8ub=

rank cannot reflect this full generality.

In fact,

if only inferences made at the bottom rank are of interest, supereontrol
cormeetians

'.1\

be limited to these between adjacent ranks only" without

l&ss of in!ormat 1oD.
Suppose that the highest counting unit is in the r t h rank and
represents the pattern Xi' and suppose that Xj , Xk' •••• ,
supel'-patterns of :Ii in the (r+l)th rank.

x.,

are the

Then, any super-pattern

of Xi in any rank above the (r+l)th may be represented by the conjunction
of two, or more, of X , Xk, •••• , Xm•
j

n

pattern is X == XjX}(-

In particular, one such super

The criterion for the inference of Xn

1111

1, given

Xi • 1, is

~ (Xn • 1 I Xi • 1) • ~ (:In:: 1)
~ (Xi == 1)
If' ~ (X. • 1

>

h

••• (2.10)

I

Xi • 1) satisfies this criterion, then Xn • 1 will be
inferred by supereontrol from the i t h unit to the nth unit. But so will

Xj • 1 and Xk • 1 be inferred separately by supereontro1 from the i t h
nit to the jth and. kt h units, respectively. This follows from the fact
that any superpattern of a pattern cannot have occurred more often than
the pattern itself, and.

{ f>'
~..

(Xi· 1) ;;,

~

(Xj • 1)

(Xi • 1) > ~ (Xk • 1)

> ~ (:In., •
'> ~

1)

(Xn • 1)

••• (2.11)

Thus

~

(Xj • 1)

~

(Xi • 1)

~

(Xk • 1)

~

(Xi • 1)

>

h

>

h

••• (2.12)
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If supercentrol is carried Qut between adjacent ranks only,
Xn • 1 will not be inferred directly by supercentrol, but the separate
inference of Xj • 1 and Xk

==

1 will result in the same subcontrol

inferences at the bottom rank which would have occurred had In
inferred directly.

Cases can exist where Xj

== 1

and Xk

== 1

==

1 been

are inferred

separately by supercentrol, even when I'n • 1 would not have been directly
inferred by supercontrol had the necessary connection been made.

At

the bottom rank output channels, however, there is no way of distinguishing
these cases from the cases where In • 1 would have been directly inferred.
The entire subcontrel structure is redundant, because it Bupplies
no infennation that has not been given by the supercontrol structure.
It is desirable, however, ta retain subcantrol to the bottom rank only,
since this provides a set of inference output channels eer-respendd.ng

to the counting input channels.

2.h A Complete Pattern Computer
.A "positive-pattern" CPO deals only with patterns consisting of

or

oonjunctiol'1s

active inputs, and the operation of in.ferenoe can only

add 1 's to these patterns, and not delete 1 's from them.
that the deletion

or

It is Ci)bvious

l' strom occurring patterns could be handled by

a seoond CPO in parallel with the first, operating on the negative patterns.

This "negative-pattern" CPO would store 'J) (Ii • 1) tor all 1.

!nterendes

in this CPO would be made on the same basis as in the original CPO; i.e.,
~ (Ij • 1 / Ii • 1)

where Ij is

8

>

supeX'-pattern of Ii-

h

_. _(2.13 )

'l'he inference of Ij • 1 results in

the inferential ad.dition ot O's to Ii' which is obviously equivalent
to a deletion, ot 1 's from Xi-

It is possible that the inferences in the

two OPO's oould oonflict, and in such cases it would be necessary to lay
down rules specifying which inferences should be accepted.

The

18.
combination of a positive-pattern and a negative-pattern CPC in parallel
will henceforth be called. a ttcomplete-patterntt CPC.

A. complete-pattern

ope with (n) input channels may be thought of as possessing 2n units,

each unit having two counters, one for the positive pattern, and the
ether .fer the negative pattern which the unit represents.
inference structures would also be necessary.
a complete-pattern C?C is shewn in Fig.

Two separate

The rank structure of

4 for 1'1-4.

It might be supposed that a more'general CPC would result if the
units stored estimated probabilities of occurrence of complete input
patterns; i.e., ~

(Hi.

1) fer all i.

However, there is no basis for

the computation of conditional probabilities in such a system, since
no two complete patterns c an ever occur together at the same input
pattern presentation to the computer; i. e.,

..z:L • 1 at any time precludes

the occurrence of ,zj - 1 at the same time, for all i ~ j.

Therefore

~ (~joZt - 0), for all i ~ j, and it fellows that all estimated condition
al probabilities are zero.

It should be not.ed that this does not exclude

the pessibility of calculating cenditional probabilities based on the
time order af occurrence of complete patterns.
Some consideration was given te building a complete-pattern CPC
which would be capable of making deletions as well as inferences, with
adaptive cede-correction in mind as a possible application.

However,

sinee it would not be necessary to carry out adaptive code-correction
experiments in real time, both inference and deletion could be obtained
by making two separate runs through a positive-pattern CPC, ene with the
desired sequemce of input patterns and the other with all the pattern
variables in the sequence complemented..

Inferences in the complemented

sequence weuld then be equivalent to deletions from the original
sequence.

Since no other applications were visualized where betv

19.
deletion and inference would be necessary, it was d.ecided to build a
pQsitive pattern

2.,

cpe.

Specifications for a New Conditional Probability Computer
The suggested modificatians to Uttley's design which have been

discussed in this sectioR are summarized below as part of the design.
specifications for a new positive-pattern
(i)

cpe.

Counts will be weighted uniformly, ind.ependently of the
magnitude of the counter voltage at the time of their
occurrence.

(i1)

CouRting will tend, tQ increase the counter voltage and dec tl1
will tend to decrease it.

(i11) Supercontrol comaeetions will be made between adjacent rake
only.
(1v)

Suoo(1)ntrol connections will be made to the bottom rank units,
only.

SOMe further 1nnovati0ns have been made in the design and these

are discussed in the next section.
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3. THE DES!GN OF THE COMPUTER

3.1 Main Features of the Computer
In the previous sectiGn, several important innovations in the
d.esign of a conditional probability computer were suggested.

These

innQ'VatioRs, together with a number of others, have been incarpQrated
into a computer which has been built in this laboratory.

The main new

features of the computer are summarized below:
(i)

Counting 1 Counts are weighted uniformly in all the counters,
independently of the voltages stored in them.

'Whenever a

counting pulse occurs in a unit, a constant increment, ,9. is
added te the coumter voltage of that unit.
(ii)

Decay: To give greater flexibility, decay has been made
independent of real time, and occurs as a disc rete operatioJ1
in all counters whenever an input pattern is presented to the

computer.

The occurrence of a decay pulse im a unit causes

the voltage stored in the counter of that unit tel) be
multiplied by a decay c<!>nstant, k,
(ii1)

Direction of c(J)unting: Counting tends to increase the
counter voltage, while dec ay tends to decrease it.

Thus

.3 is positive and k is less than unity.

(iv)

The absence of events: The absence of events 1s indicated. by
presenting the null pattern, 000••• , to the inputs (l)f the
computer.

The continued. presentation of this pattern will

result in the eventual loss of stored infonnation.

If

every alternate pattern is null, then the effective decay
constant becomes ~.
(v )

Supercontrol:

The redundancies of a complete supercontrol

structure have been eliminated, so that supereontrol
connections are made enlybetween ad.1acent ranks.
inference criterion is that of equation
(vi)

The

(2.9).

Supereontrol inhibit: The highest counting unit inhibits
the supercontrol fUDctions of all units in all ramks below
it, rather than that of its subunits only.

This considerably

simplifies the design.
(vii)

Subcontrol: A.1.mest the entire redundant subcontrol structure
has been eliminated except for connections to the bottem
rank to pr&vide output indications.

Subcontrol eperates

only on non-counting bottom rank units.
(viii) Flexibility: The values of

Q,

k and h are independently

adjustable by means of jacks in each unit.

Four values

each of Q and k, and three values of h, are possible.

In

addition, the voltage of each counter may be individually
adjusted from the control panel.

The computer may also be

set so that it can be "probe<pt with different patterns to
determine inferences, without affecting the stored voltages.
(ix)

Active circuit elementst Transist0TS have been used where
ever possible because of their low power and space require
ments and high reliability.

The inference flip-flop has

been transistorized and transistors are used to drive the
inference indicating neena,

The c athede follower cannot

be transistorized because of stringent leakage require-
menta.
A block diagram of the basic unit 1s shesn in Fig. 6 and a unit

cireuit d.iagram in Fig. 7.

Thirty one of these basic units are

cenneet ed together as shewn by Figs. 11 to

by the circuit of Fig. 16.

14. Control is accomplished

In addition, eircuits for a shift register

(Fig. 17) and a transistor-drivem inference output relay (Fig. 18) have
been designed and tested and can be added to the existing equipment
without any difficulty.
3.2

Notes on the Design of t.he Counter

3.2.1 The Storage Element
The probability measure is stored on a capacitar.

Because 0f the

problem of capacitor leakage, consideration was given to two other
pGssible storage methods; electre-m.echanical, and magnetic.

Both were

discarded, however, the former because of the expense involved. for any
reasanable number of steps, and the latter because

of

the lack of

uniformity ameng samples inherent in magnetic materials.

A 1 uf.

mylar capacitor was selected and some samples obtained and tested. for
leakage.

The leakage current at 100 volts was found to be approximately

.30 uua., which corresponds to a voltage q,ift of about 0.1 volts per

hour.

For our purposes, this is entirely negligible.
Since the storage capacitor voltage cannot be sampled directly,

for comparison purposes, without appreciably altering its value, it is
necessary to operate the storage capacitor intco the high impedance
iRput of a cathede follower, the output of which can. then be sampled.
There are two obvious requirements for the cathode follower, and these
jeintly determine the selectiGn of the tube.

(i)

These requirements areg

The gr1d-cathede voltage must be as constant as possible over
the raqe of plate currents encountered as the grid voltage
variee <Dver the counting range.

(1i) The grid current must be as small as pees ible in ~rder to
minimize voltage drift em. the storage capac it or.
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The first requirement dictates the selection of a high gm pentode,
and the second that the pentede be operated at low plate currents.

The

6SJ7 was chosen as a likely tube, since it can be operated at low plate
currents snd still retail'l a relatively high value or gm.

Grid current

is critical in this application and it was thought that. the 5693, which
is the ruggedized counterpart of the 6SJ7, might have a lower grid
current than the 6SJ7.

Accordingly, six samples of each tube were

obtained and grid current measurements were made on them.

No significant

differemce was f'eund between the two tubes and so the 6SJ7 was used.
typical set of measurements is plotted on Fig.

5.

A

These measurements

indie ated that a maximum voltage drift of about 2 volts per hour could
be expected on a 1 uf', storage capacitor connected to the grid, at a
plate current of 1.0 rna. (corresponding to a grid current of
- see Fig. ~).

0.5 mua.

It was judged that values of drift greater than 1 volt

per hour would be unnacceptable.

Accordingly, it was decided to

combine three of the one uf', m.ylar capacitors in parallel to fom the
storage capaciter, with the intention of reducing the voltage drift "to
less tharl one volt per hour.

This was done in preference to reducing

the plate current, since the gm in the region of 1 mae is already about
as I_as can be tolerated.

Measurements on the assembled units have

shewn. that, in all but a few af them, the drift is indeed less than 1
volt per hour.
The choice of counting range also involves a c(!)m.promise.

It must

be as large as pes sible so that good resolution can be obtained, and yet
not

S(J)

large that tube non-linearities become :important.

In additien,

the maximum plate- grid voltage should be kept lCN in ern-der to minimize
plate-grid surface current leakage, and this limits the possible
counting range.

In the .final computer the counting range is 100 volts.

24.
Operation of the 6SJ7 as a pentode requires that the cathode-screen
voltage be kept as constant as possible, and accuracy requires that the
grid-cathode voltage be kept as constant as possible, over the counting
range.

Referring to Fig.

7,

the screen voltage is supplied by a relatively

constant current, from B, of such a value (1000 v , through 1.3 meg. - see
Fig. 19) that the neon operates in its plateau region, and the cathode is
supplied fram a high voltage (-400 v.) which maintains the cathode current
relatively constant.
mae and

0.5

For design purposes, upper and lower limits of 1.0

mae were set on the plate current, as a result of the requir&

mentsfor low grid current and high gm' respectively.

The e at hede resistance

of 300K was then chosen by selecting the load line which gave the wd.nimum
variatieB in the grid-cathode voltage 0ver a cathode voltage range of 100
volts, consistent with the limits seton the plate current.
screen veltage is constant to within

0.5

The cathode

volts, and the grid-cathode

voltage to within 1.0 volt, over the 100 volt counting range in the firial
computer•

.3.2.2

Ceunting
A constant increment, Q, is added to the stored voltage each time a

unit counts.

This is d.one by maintaining a constant voltage difference

between the sbe rage capacitor and another, smaller, counting capacitor.
Whenever a counting pulse eccurs in a unit, the capacitors are allowed to
share charges.

It can be shown that the voltage rise on the storage

eapacitGr after the charge sharing process has been completedwi;:L.l be,
Q •

E
1 + 0

'0'1

where

E..• the coutant voltage difference
C .. storage e apacitll1'lCe
{
0 1- e.eatirlg cap acit &ne e

••• (3.1)

The constant voltage difference, E, between

°and 01

is obtained from

the screen supply neon (see Fig. 7) and is the sum of the grid-cathode
veltage of the tube, the neen voltage and the voltage across the trimming
resistor.

Thus E is constant to within approximately

section 3.2.1).

1.5 volts

(see

For a description of the operation of the counting

circuit, see section 3.3.1.

The prQportional decay circuit which was adopted is identical to
UttleY"

S

ceurrt ing

C ireuit.

A small decay cap acf tar remeves a fracti.ll

of the charge on the storage capacitor whem.ever a decay pulse oecurs in.
the unit.

It c an be shown that the voltage on the storage capacitor after

the charge sharing process bas been completed will be a cenat arrt fraction,
k, of the voltage prier to its initiation, where
k

1

III

1 + C2
C

c•

and

{

••• (~. 2 )

storage capacitance

02- decay capacitance

For a description (j)f the operation of the decay circuit, see
section. 3.3.1.

3.3

The Basic Unit

3.3.1 The Counter
The counting input tenninal, C, to the unit (see Figs. 6 and 7) is
clamped at

50

volts in the neft-eounting state of the unit, as described

in seeti0n 3.4.1, thereby en.ergizing relay A.

Thus the counting capacitor

01, is normally cerm.ected to terminal B through contact A2' maintaining the
voltage dirrere:nee between 01 and the storage capacitor, 0, approximately
ceD-stant (with respect to the voltage on C) at a value which is the sum

of the grid....cathode voltage of the tUbes the neon voltage and the voltage
across the 'trimming resistor.
from the 50 volt

supply~

When the uni,t counts 9 terminal C is unclamped

as described in section

3.4t)1~)

and thereforerel.ay

A is

de'~nergized~

~IJ

In the norma.l mode of ope ra'td.on of 'the computez-, terminals Land Dare

SWitching capacitor 0;1 onto terminal L through contact

shorted (see FigQ 16) ~ and therefore capacitors 01 and C are allowed to share
charges 9 as described in section 3.2 e 2 0

The 470K resistor in, series with C'l:1 51

and the 0.015/'ffcapacitor on the cathode of the tube jointly slow down the
nega't~ive pulse which occurs When the discharge C1 is switched b~pk onto
"

terminal E v to prevent this pulse from

aj;~fecting

the flip=flopc

The release

of the counting relay also opens the supercontrol''''inhibit terminals 9 F and G $'
through contact AlP thus ifl..hibiting thE:! s'I1percontral ,:,)uno,tion of all units
in lower ranks) as descr-Ibed in section 304 e2

t ehea the supe rcont ro.l,

ou.tput voltage onbo terminal 1 9 through cont.act A3li as described in section

.3.3.2, and i't operates a. counting indication neon through contact
addition~

A4/~

In

in units 1 to 59 the release of the counting relay' disconnec'ts

subcontrol input terminals p N 9 f'rom the f'Li.p-f'Lop, through contact

~ f'

t~he

thus

inhibiting suboontrol of that unit v as described in section 3.4·(j3.
The decay input tannin-als\! E$) to the unit is normally grounded (see Figo

16).

When the decay is in1tiated by the control circuits terminalE is

connected to terminal L in all units and 9 since terminals Land D are normally'
shorted~

oapatitors C2 and C are allowed to share charges 9 as described Jxl

se ctd.on ).2.3.

The 470K. resistor in series with 0'2, slows down the charge

sharing operation to prevent the negative pulse from affeoting the flip=flopo
Four different values of

a12

O'i

can be selected by interconnecting (I'll, and

with the jacks shown ~ and four different values of 02 can be si,mi,larly

selected.

Thus

e and

k can be set independeJ):tly to any

one of reur different values.

Further variation could be obtained in. k,

if n.ecessary, by eperatimg the decay relay several times.

Section 3.3.7

should be consulted for d,etails of the s election of Cll~ C129 C219 022 asd
C.

The external arrartgement of the k and g jacks in a typical unit is

shewn in. Fig. 9.
The values of G and k jQimtly determine the maximum equilibrium

shown in Fig. 10, along with the approximate values of vmax for each
c$mbination (the actual values of vmax may be ,~ 10 Yolts awa'v from these
values).

The value of v max must necessarily be the same in all units Sl if

voltages are to be comparable am0mg un.its.

Small adjustme:n:ts invmax may

be made in each umit to effectthls equality by means
resistor, shown in Fig.

1,

0

r

the ·'trim vmax"

which allows the Vteonstant lt' voltage di.fferenee

between capacitors C and 01 (and thus the value of Q.) to be adjusted.

This

resister is selected for each unit to make the value of vmax in that 'Unit
slightly greater than the highest value of vmax which has been measured for
any oit with the trim resistor shorted.

The counter may be inactivated by means of a switch on the eontt'flJ.
palle1 (see Fig. 16) which opens the cerrneetion between terminal&5 L amcl
D in all units.

This prevents bGthconntil'1g and decay from alterin.g the

stered vG1tage in any unit, but does not prevent inferences from being
made.

Thus the CPC can be "probed" with various patterns without affectimg

the sterad voltages.

A further test facility is provided by a pair of 16

28.
swJ.'tche13 and a single 31 pole switch
c~u:rfter v~ltage

the

01"1

the

c~nt,:rGl

panel,

e an be measured through terminal A

~!" Bet 'thl''Ough te't"'minal D in a selected unit (see Fig. 16.).

Output

whii,~h i~

adjusted in each unit se 'that

'V'

~

l'i'!

or
sh~1Vn

when the grid vGltage is

1/4

by means of the jack

(see Fig., '9 1"(\1'[> the external arrangement)" and hv is stereCl on

swi'tched

~r

te't1n:inal

(In:t~

the suparcentre I output terminals I,' of the

the ID'1it ' COl the snpe:reontrol aput terminals of all its super-

units in the adjacent higher rank. (see Fig. 12).

3.3.3

Ufhe C~mpaJt'!!rt~!r

Whenero'e~ a unit 9 say 'the i t h one 9 counts~ the value of hVi must be
c~mpared

with the wIlt,age B'tored in the ceunt.er' of each of its snperuD.its

in the adjacent rank ab~ivet) in o:rder that the criterion of equation (2.9)
mi1!y be app Lf.ed tc; dec:ide if an inference must be made.
J'l~'~h

9

st0ring a voltage

'W',j9

in 'the adj~~(ent r-ank ab!~ve the
'f' j,')

and the dee:l$:1JIJ))llaS

t~)

Suppose that the

d i s .,
....&...... .:.1.
:is a superunit of the i th.' an.
.L.CCfti~

rt h

unit.

Th.en the comparison of hv! with

whether or not X;j

l'i'!

1 will be inferred as a

result of this eomparifSOl'lJ) is made in the ~omparator circuit of the jth
'urd..t

e

Thi~ c:i~cuit eper-at.es as foll~ws.

un:i.t is b •."'l:tnsfe:r:roed to the
aCi"'tlJi~S

a

di~de whi~h

~uper(~ontr()l

The counter v(!)ltage in'the jth
input terminal,9

Hj~

of the umit.9

:l.S fGrward 'biased by a very small current Bupplied

through a 22 mego re~i$t~r.
appears as a pulse at 'the

When the i t h unit count6~ the value of bVi

supel"'~ont:r)(j)l IDutput

terminal,9 I:i @ of that UD.1t.

A eomparisGrl of hvi with v j is then made acrees the diode eormeetimg the
tenninals Ii and Hj , unless this eo:tmeetion has been breken by a higher
ceumting unit (see section 3.h.2).

If the intereomnecting diode'is forward

biased by this comparison, the voltage at tenninal Hj suddenly drops from
v j to hVi, and the comparator circuit in the jth unit transmits a
negative pulse t(l) the nip-flop input.
1.0

t 0.3 volts

The comparator threshGld is

in all units; i.e., Vj must exceed Vi by mGre tham

1.0 % 0.3 velts before an inference will be made.

303.5

Timing

Le't (i)

q(N) be the voltage increment added due to counting in a
particular counter at the Nth input pattern presentation
to the computer (N

l

==

G, if a count,

q(N)

lB

0, 1, 2, •••• J.

Then

occurs

'

O, otherwise

(ii)

v(N) be the voltage stored in the particular count er after

the Nth input pattern presentation has been made to the
computer.
(iii) vs (N) be the supercontrol output voltage from the Ul'lit at
the Nth input pattern presentation to the computer.
that the subscript, in this case,

i~

Note

not used to denote the

unit in which the voltage is stored.
Then, timing is such that
v(N) • (v(N-l) + q (N)

va(N)

III

~

k

h v(N-l)

••• (3• .3)

.·.·.(3.4)

Timing is accomplished by the circuit of Fig. 16, and is illustrated
graphic ally in Fig. 8.

3.3.6 Selection of Critical Components
If all nits are to store probabilities which are referred to a
common scale, Q and k must be the same in all units.

Accordingly, the

reference voltage, E, and the capacitor ratios, C/Cl and 0/C2, must be
made the same in all units.

Since one per--cent tolerance eomponel'ltsare

expensive, it was decided to select the neon tubes and capacitors required
from ten per- eent tolerance components, in order to accomplish this.
The eapacitors C, 01 (Cllsnd C12) and 02 (021 and C22) were selected
as follows.

Each eapacitor was measured and the mediam. value for each

nominal size established.

Capacitors of each :nominal size were theD
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grouped about the median in ene percent steps above and be 101.1
measured value.

accordi~~~to

The capacitors for any given unit were then selected, as

far as possible, from groups with the same deviation from the media••
let

'IT, GIl' 012'

C21' C22' be the median values.

Then actual values· were

selected such that

C (1

C •

+ s)

Cll • GIl (1 + s)
C1 2 == '0"12 (1 + s )

C2l == 021 (1+ s )

= 022
where -0.10 <
C22

Thus

C

0'1

==

(1 + s)

s

< 0.10

C
n"l

C • *C'

°2

~2

••• (3.6)

It was found possible by this precedure to get calculated values of
Q/E and k which had a maximum spread, fer

from two percent te four percent.

arr:r given mominal value, of

The selected median values of

capacitance, along with the resulting median values of k and Q/E are
given in Table II.
The spread in the values of E is largely determined by the spread
I

in the v$ltages of the 991 ..$en tubes.

A selection of 31 tubes was made

frem a larger group en the basis of measured voltage.
all have voltages between

54

and

The selected tubes

57 volts, giving a spread of about 5

percent.

3.3.7 Counter Drift
The operatien of' the computer cannot be made completely indep.endent
of real time because of the presence of an upward voltagedrif't;.. or.rthe
sterage cap aeitor in each uRit, caused by tube grid current.

Suppose

the situation in a particular UJlit is

8S'

shown in Fig. 8 at the'wth input..

pattern presentation to the CPO, and euppes e that t seconds hne.elapsed
since the (N-l)th presentatiom.

If the drift rate in the unit fS counter,

at this particular voltage, is D velts per see.nel, then the coullter voltage
will have drifted up tD v_Its in this time t.

We can, therefore, define

an Itet'"fectiveft counting increment, q' (N), Such that
Q+

0/ (N)

en,

11II
{

if q(N) • Q
'.

tD, if q(N) - 0

If' D is indepelldeat of the cGmtter voltage, and if input patterns

are presellted to the computer every Tseconds (t-T for all N), then a.
estimate cam be made of the allowable value of T which will guaran.tee
that the error in this counter is less than a certain specified value,
emu.

It is shewn in the Appendix that the errer in a counter with drift

rate Il, after N input pattern presentations to the computer, T

s~conds

apart, is
e(N)

-

k TD
l-k

(l_kN)

••• (3.8)

The maximum value which the errer can have for given values of T, D
and k is

emax •

lim e(N)

-kTD

l-k

N~(X)

If we specify an allowable upper limit on Einax' then a value of T can be
calculated from (3.9) as follows:
••• (3.10)

If the time, t, between Ron-periGdic input pattern presentations t.
the computer is alWays less than, or at most equal to, T (emax), then the
arrer c mmot be greater than

emu

in the cOUJllter under ee:nsideratioD.

t is much less than T (emax:) most of the time, then an ace 8s10nal value

If
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aft which is coniSiderably greater than T (E1nax:) can be tolerated, without
exceed ing the allowable error.

Seme approximate values of T (emax) are

given in Table III fer an assumed. D of one volt per hour.

3.3.8 Overall Accuracy
If the

5'[ potentimeters are adjusted so that an empty counter

capacitor results in the ceumter voltage being zero, then the lilermalized

equilibrium cOUDter voltage (defined in sect ion 4.1.2) will fluctuate
in the manner shown by Fig. 22 for a uniform. pulse train.

Measurements

ef these steady state fluctuations were made on a typical unit, and the
experimental points were found to lie on the the0retical curves to within
the limits of accuracy 8£ the graph.
The adjustment of all values of v max to be equal should result in
almost negligible discrepancy over the rest of the counting scale between.

units for the particular k, Q. cGmbination for which the adjustment has
been made.

For other kgQ combinations, the discrepancies among units

will probably be greater.

At this -.riting measurements of discrepancies

between units have not been made.

3.4

The htereonnecting Networks

3.4.1 Ceuating
The inputs tlJ) the counting circuit of Fig. 11 are set up on t,he
manual switches shewn in Fig.

16~

and are presented symch:.renonsly tG the

ceun.ting circuit by the operation of the ttcomputett switch, which energizes
a relay to u:ftclamp the

di~de

star from the,'O volt supply.

Thus each

counting iAput is mermally clBJrq')ed at ,0 volts, and is umclamped whenever
a c<mlunt eceurs in that iltput channe'L,

For a particular unit to be

activated, beth input diodes to the unit must be unc Lamped from the

50

'Volt supply.
Because of the fact that

~nly

two diGdes per un:i.t are used, some

34.
of the diedes in the bottcm rank must carry somewhat higher curren.t$than
the

40

mae nermally drawn by. a simgle counting relay.

highest current

The

which any diode in the b0ttom rank must carry, however, is 120 ma, and

this is less than the 1,0 mae at whicn. the particular diodes used are
rated..

3.4.2

Supereantrol
Referring to Fig. 12, the I terminal of every unit in the r t h rank

is connected, through a contact ef relay

Rr,

and through a diode, to the

H terminal of each of its superunits in the (r

+ l)th

rank.

Whenever

a unit counts, a comparison is carried out across this diode network (as
described in section 3.3.3), as long as Rr is energized.
Fig. 13, Rr is energized as long as no unit
is

in any rank ab0ve the r t h

ounting, since the F and G tembala are shorted in the nozt;.counting

state of any umit.
however,

Rr

Whenever a unit im any rank above the r th counts,

is dEPenergized and the comparison is thus inhibited~

The successful

Rr

Referring t(1)

~er~tiom

of the inhibit function requires that when

is de-emergized, all its cGntacts must release before the release of

any counting relay centacts in units in the r t h ~ank.

It has been found

necessary to sIn down the release of ;the cll)unting relays successively
from the top rank dGwnwarda, in. order that this requirement be met.

This

is the functiGl"l of the electrolytic eapacitl9T shown shunting the ceil

of the A relay in Fig. 7.

3.4.3 Subeontrol
.A diagram of the subcontrol circuit is shown

OD.

Fig.

14.

For each

nit in the bottcm rank there is a cerrespending subcontrol OR

g~tewhese

inputs are comnected to the J terminals of' all ar;per.."tm1ts ')f the unit
and wh0se output :is applied to the N terminal of the unit whenever the Y

relay is de-energiZed.

Referring to Fig. 13, the Y relay is

d~energized

35.
whe:n.ever a uDit in the bottom rank eeunt a,

The capacitor in shunt with its

coil ensuree that it will not release umtil the s10west A- relay of all the
bottGm rank counting u1ll1ts has released., which in turn ensures that subcontrol will 01'11y affect non-counting units, since the N terminal of each

bcttom rank unit is disconnected from the flip-flop whenever that unit
counts.
A diagram of the OR gate is shewn in Fig.

15. A maximum of four

inputs per transistor was found to be feasible, if the occurrence of a
negative step on any input was to ensure turn-en of the transistor, when
all the other inputs were held slightly above ground by the diode drop
at the flip-flop output (see Fig. 7).

The transistors operate as

saturated switches, and switch a current into the base of the output
transistt)r of the flip-flop in the unit to which the OR gate is connected,
whenever a super- unit of that umit is inferred.
Note that, as a result of the fact that subcontrol only affects
ceunting units, an inferred unit cam subeQntrol at
umits in the bottom rank.

m~st

one of its

n6~

su~

For ex: amp Ie, if the eceur-rence of (ab) causae

the inference Qf (abc), then the (abc) unit will subcontre'l Gnly the (c)
unit, since the (a) and (b) units are counting.

') 3.5
,[

Auxiliary and Control Circuits

"

3.5.1 Tfming and Control
The timing and control circuits are shown in Fig. 16.
events set into motion by the

~peration

The chain of

of the ttComputett switch may be

selected by means of the reu:r-positiGn switch shown, as fel1.v·sg
1.

Manual: present input pattern te the computer and hold it on the

couating iJlputs only while the "computeft switch is held dowl1.
2.

Hold: present input pattern to the computer and held it on the
counting inputs

switch.

ff)T

1.1 seconds after the release of theWfcempute,b'!

36.

3.

lock: present :i:rlput pattern to the cemputer and hold it on the
cGunting inputs for an indefinite period after the release of the
"Compute" switch.

(pattern must be released by the ltRe-set"

switch).

4. Autet

as in

2', but after the release of the input pattern,

re-set all flipafleps and operate the decay relay, holding it
en for 0.9 seconds.
The "Re=-set" switch provides an independent means of re-setting all
the flipaflops, as well as ef" releasing the input pattern if the "compute"
function is operated in med.e

4. The "Decay, Re-set" switch operates the

decay relay, which is held on rer 0.9 seconds after the release of the
switch, and performs the re-set function of the tiRe- set" switch as well.
The decay relay is composed of six Clare Type J relays, a pair of series
connected strings of 3 relays being cQnnected in parallel.

The 1.1 sec.

and 0.9 sec. "hold" times are necessary to allow the counting and decay
charge- sharing operations, respectively, to be completed.

3.5.2

Shift Register
The shirt register shewn in Fig. 17 provides a

5- bit

scan of a binary

time sequence of 1 's and O's, suitable for presentation as an input
pattern directly to the counting inputs of Fig. 11.

Operation of the

ftShift 'i switch causes the digit stored at each output of the shift
register to shift down one place.
digit a O.

This operation leaves the top output

The "Time-sequence input" switch may then be operated to

store the next digit of the time sequence at the top output.

xO~r)

is the

present time sequence digit when a total of N digits have occurred in the
time sequence up to the present.

:Jl(J... u) is the digit which occurred

11

presentations back in the past.
Because of the time constant due to the 80 J1f. capacitor and the lK
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resistor, the "Shift" switch must be held down for at least

0.5

seconds.

This is not a lim!tat ion, if the shift register is to be used with the
CPC, since the time between input pattern presentatiol'lS to the CPC canne-s
be less than 2.0 secende ,

In eperating the shift register, it should also

be noted that f,he shift operation is not completed until the "Shift"
switch is released.

3.5.3 Inference Output
The transistor-driven relay circuit of Fig. 18 may be used to provide
a contact inference output from any unit.
saturated switch.

The transistor operates as a

The IN91 diode prevents the back voltage, which occurs

when the relay current is broken, from harming the transistor.

3.5.4 The Power Supply
The pcwer supply, shown in Fig. 19, provides the internal voltages
and constant currents required from external voltages which were readily
available in the laboratory.
must be f0llowed.

A particular order of turn-en and turn-erf

In turning on the (l>C, the line cord must be plugged in

first, and time allowed for the tube filaments to warm up, before applying
the other voltages.

The +150, +50 and -24 volt supplies may then be turned

on, in no particular order.
applied.

Finally, the two high voltages must be

In doing so, care must be taken to ensure that the time between

the actual appearance of these ve1tages on the input lines is short enough
that no high voltage transients can occur at the cathodes of the tubes.
'!he turn-off sequence is exactly the reverse O.f' this, with exactly the
same precaution being necessary in removing the tWQ high voltages as was
taken in their applieation.

3.6 Possible Extensions sf Cennputer Capability
3.6.1

Automatic Operation

The computer c an be readily converted. to automatic operation by the

38.
additi$n (l)f a tape reader input and

a tape

punch output.

The tape reader

output eent acbs may be wired in parallel with the manual imput switches
of the

cpe,

and the timing centact in parallel with the "computelt switch.

The entire "compute" sequence of mode

4 may then be controlled automatic

Inference outputs maybe ebtained en tape by controlling a tape

ally.

pumch with five of the Qutput relays of Fig. 18, one connected t6 the
inference output terminal of each bottom rank unit.
3.6.2

Patch Board Interconnections
The 31 basic units of a 5-input CPC may be arranged. into configuratioRB

other than that described here.

It is possible to construct a 2-rank, 7

iaput computer using 28 basic units.
scan

5 digits

The censtroction of a CPC which can

of a time sequence and predict the next digit (see section

4.3.2) is possible using 32 basic units.
that

B

In addition, it is possible

particular application of the CPC may not require a full complement

of units (see, for example, section 4.3.4).

Thus, it would be desirable

to have a facility for readily programming changes in the cpe st:mcture.
This facility is most easily provided by a patch board.

Full flexibility

of interconnection could be obtained by wiring tenninals C, F, G, H, I,
J and N in each unit to the beard, where interconnections could be made

BJnOllg them by means of patch cerds ,
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PROPERTIES
- AND APPLICATIONS
.,
_ E. OF

-~

T~ COMPUTER

___

4el the Counter
40101 Analysis of Operation

Equation (303), the basic equation of operation for the counter, is
a linear difference equation analogous to the linear differential equation
which describes a oontinuous linear system.

In order to desoribe the

oounter voltage for a mown past oounting sequenoe, q(n), the equation must
be expanded and solved as follows:

..,(1)

=
=

k

(

v(O)

v(2)

= k

(

vel) + q (2)

v(N)

-

v(N)

k

(

v(N-I) + q (N)

)
)

+ q (1)

~v{O) + ~q(l)

••• (:3.3)

) =

k2 v(O) + tt2q (l ) + kq(2)

+ kN lq (2) +
q

.OOQ.O.

+ ~q(Nml)

+ kq (N) ••••• (4el)
where v(O) is the counter voltage prior to the occurrence of the initial
input pattern presentation.
v(N) '"

Jtf

v(o)

Finally:

+ Jtf + 1 ~
n

:=:

k-n q(n)
1

Flow diagrams are given in Fig. 20 (a) and 20 (b) for equations (,3.3)

and (4 2) .
0

Fig. 20 (b) illustrates very effectively the way in whioh

past counts are reduced in weight, but is a

:11,. unrealizable

configuration, since it requires an infinite chain of delays and a parallel
adder with an infinite number of inputso

4.1.2 Response to a Train of Equally Spaoed Pulses
The CPO is only of use when operating in a stoCJhastic environment
where the inputs are stochastio variableso

Considerable ins] ght can be

gained into the operation of the counter, however, if the reaponse is

calculated for a oompletely specified input sequenose

A partioularly

illuminating example is a sequence of equally spaced pulses.
Let counting occur in the particular unit under consideration at
every mt h input pattern presentatien te the computer, thust

q(n) . {:: :::e:::' m, 2m, 3m,

00000'

m

••• (4.3)
where r

==

1, 2, 3, ••• , is the total Jlumber ef e eunba which have occurred

im the oit since the origin. in time and m

1, 2, 3, ••••••

==

let M == I'm;

thus:

J!f v

v(N-M)- .

(0) + k

M . ()

-k

v

0

M+l

kQ

+l-l(ii

r

Q ~l

-tm

k

(l-kM)

••• (4.4)

v( N-M) is the ceu.ter veltage immediately after the input pattern
presentation te the eempuber which initiated the r th count in the counter
under consideration.

Note that m-l input pattern presentations will be

made, resulting in decay Qnly,befere the next count occurs.

Thus we can

define a variable w, such that
v(N-M +

w)

==

••• (4.5)

kW v (N-M)

where w can take on the values 0, 1, 2, •••• ,

~1.

w defines the position

of the present input pattern presentatien with respect to the one which
initiated the last count. v(N~r~l+w)),':>Jill now be rewritten as v(m,w,M),
>"

where v(m,w,M) is the COURter voltagefeT a train 0! pulses spaced. m

th

after the ~
sp art, w presentations
.
m
>.

v(m,e,M)

II

~ v(.) + k9

i-km

couat.

Equation

(1 - kM)

(4.4)

then bec.mes~
••• (4.6)
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and., in gen.eral:

As M approaches iRfimity, v(m,w,M) approaches an equilibriua:
v{m,w,co)

kW+19

--
I - kill

••• (4.8 )

This asymptotic approach t. am equilibrium is i.llustrated iB Fig. 21
9k..

.....

Here .(2,0,0:> ) - ~te2, and v (2,1,C:O ) -

fer m-2.

Q~

l-k2

are the two

equilibrium voltages, the fermer occurring immediately atter the receipt
8f a

COtll'lt

and. the latter immediately before the receipt of the next count.

'!'he resp.mse of the counter to a _const_ant. frequency ittput, as shewn in
~:!-~~

21, is se~~ _to be similar to the responseefa low pass filter t. a
The analogy is, in fact,a preCise one (see

veltage step function.
section

4,1.3).

The maximum equilibrium voltage which can be stered in theeouater
This maximum voltage is given by "(1,0,

occurs when ]ft-l.
must

==

0, if mal.

eX)

),since w

Thus:

v(l,O, CO)

-

kQ

l-k

== v max

A •• rmalized COURter voltage, p, can be defined as the ratio of the aetual

center voltage, v, t. the maxiJm:un pessible equilibrium COURter yoltage,
vmax.

(4.7)

The normalized counter voltages corresponding t. equations
and.

(4.

en

areas follows:

p(N) _ v(N) _
vmax

l;k

p(m,w,M} _ v(m, w,M)
vmax

p ( m,w,<XI ) == v (111, W,

vDlax:

N

(~l v(O) +kN

>

R=l

Oh 2 ),

k- n q(m) )

••• {h.IO)

_ l-k (~l v(O) + kW~ (l-~) )
9
I-A·'·
••• {h.ll)
Q) )

l-k
l-kDl

••• (4.12)

1m. subsequeat sectieJls, the nerma1ized counter voltage stGred in the i th

uBit will be referred tQ as Pi!l if it is relevant t.e the dd.scuas Ien to
If the computer is

specify the aetual unit which stores the voltage.
ill

operating on stGchastie inputs 3 Pi is the computer's estimate that Xi
will be unity at the next iuput pattern presentation; i.e.,
For a umiform counting pulse train of separatien,

m~

pi

Ill!

~(Xi~l).

the equilibriuM

n0rmalized counter voltage fluctuates between the two extreme values

which occur imm,ediately after the receipt of a cGumt, and immediately

priQr to the receipt of the next ceunt , respectively.
values of p(m, w, fX)

)

The

tW(\)

extreme

are plotted on Fig. 22 for various values of, k.

'!he

interesting point to note is that the normalized voltage for any value of
m fluctuates about the relative freque:acy

as m mcreases.

1,
m

the excursions increasittg

This fluctuating value of p about

!m for

a uniform

ceunt.Lng sequence illustrates the way in lf11hich the counter estimates
probabilities for stochastic sequences, tending to estimate a higher
probability if' the lasn,;ount occurred at the last input preserrt at.Len than

if it occurred m presentati@nsback.

4.1.3

An Alternate Method sf Analysis Using the' &.Transform.

The cpe counter jus't described may be regarded

8S

a digital filter

which prOCt?,;:c"~eB an input number seouence, q(n).9 to gi:"7e an output number
sequence: '\r(n) ,.

The relation of v'(n)

(-0

q (n) can be expressed in term3

of z,o,transforms as a transfer .fulflctiol1~ H(z).

This transfer runcti~ncan

then be interpreted and mamipulated in a similar marm.er to the -transfer
function of a cGntitmGus system which· is ex:pressedin terms of Laplace

transferms.

The :z=.transf<1)I"m has a direct relationship tG the Laplace

transfGrM if the number sequence described by the z,atransf'e:nn represe:ats
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am. iJrlpulse sampling ef a contirluGus time fum.ction.

However, the z-'trnef'erm

8mslysis is not limited to sequences arising from impulse sampling enIy,
and may, in tact, be used t. analyze any number sequence no matter what
its origim.

In this case the a-transtorm may be regarded simply as a

generating flmctiem, and z as a generating variable.
The z-transferm of a number sequence, t(n), is given by

F(z)

Let t(n)

==

-

~ f(l'l)

••• (!I.lld

li"'1l

h(1'1) be the output number sequence from a digital filter wheJl

the iltput number sequence is a "d.igital impulse" defined as fell.wss

£

d(ll)

1 , n-O
0, otherwise

•

••• (4.15)

Then R(z), the z-transf'fu:'M of h(m), is the transfer tumctieh of the
filter.

Let the input and Gutput number aeqneaces possess z-transferms

Q( z) and V( z) respectively.

Then it dan be shown that

••• Oh 16)

v( z) • H( z)• Q( a)

v( z) may be ilaverted to find v(n) by either contour integratiGn erleng
division.

Of ceurse, the utility.r all transform metheds lies .in the

tact that tables 0f transform pairs are available and the inversion need
net actually be performed, and the z-transform is ne excepti•••
The response

.r

the counter to an i_put of relative frequency!. • 1

will new be calculated. as an example,· using the z-transtenn meth.d.

• The

resp0nse (l)f the coun.ter to a "d.igital impulse",d(n), isg
h(n) • k:'l+l
The transfer fuctien, H( s), is there fere given by
tD

H(z) _ ~ kn+1 Z-a

£-....

.-0

For m-1, all q (11.)

== Q.

_

k
l-kz- 1

... (4.18)
Therefore the z...traut.rm of the input number
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sequemce, q(n), is
Q(z)

•

Q')

2

~z-n

•

~l
••• (4.l9)

Finally, therefore, the .. transferm of the Qutput number sequence v(n),
must be

The asymptotic value of v(n) as n approaches infinity can be ebtained !'rem
V(s) by means of the final value theorem, which states:

v(CO)

•

~:l

(l_z-l) V(z)

v (G:)

•

lim
z-+l

(1- z-1 )

••• (4.21)

Thus
(l)
(1- kz" l ,

(Q .) k9
( &-1 ) .!=K

••• O:l.22)

This value is identical to that ebtaiBed by the previous analysis.

If ''it

is desired to obtain the full sequeDce, v(n), V(z) must be split'into
parti.al fractioJ!1s and the inversion ."tained from tables.
The .malogy between the CPC ceunter and a 1n pass filter will mew

be explored in mere detail.
filter with time censtant
G(s) •

1•

ta

....!..
s+a

The transfer fu.ctien ora low pass RC
RC is readily found te be .

••• {4.23)

in terms of the cemplex frequency, s.InversiQn of G(s) gives the impulse

respense of the filter
get) • ae- at
If get) is sampled

••• (4.24)

at intervals, T, then the sample values are given by

the number sequence
genT) • ae-anT

••• (4.25)

If the s8llpling functien is a unit impulse train, so that the number
sequence genT) is represented

qy a train of impulses, the nth impulse

having an area genT), then it can be shown that the Laplace transform of

this train ef impulses is
CD

cf (8) -. ~

genT) e

-nTs

a
=----"=!"""
l_e-aT e- Ts

Ill!

naO

••• (4.26)

The z..transferm. arises in a natural way from equation (4.26) by substitut

ing Z for eTa.

~

Thus

(e)

G(Z) •

a

~

genT)

z-n.

a
l_e-aTz- 1

naO

This definitiG11l is seen to correspond. to that given in equation

<4.1h).

CGmparing equation (4.27) with equation (4.18), a striking similarity can

In fact, if k • eaT in equati$n

be seen.

(4.18),

then the tWQ transfer

functions differ only by a cGrtstant, as follows
H( z)

tit

Ef"

••• (4. 28 )

aT . G( z)

a
The substi tut1en 8f e- aT fer k iJi\'lies that decay is e»btained by h·eving a

leaky counter with time constant !,and that input patterns are presented
a

to the computer everyT e eeenda,

If this is the case, then we can say,

as a result of (4.28), that the respense of any counter to a particular
input number sequence, q(n)!' will differ on.ly by a constant fOroro the

response (sampled every T seconds) of a
cel'lstant

!

Ii

IGw=pa~s RC

filter with time

to an impulse train ~f peri$d T~ where the area Gfthe

iltpnlse at t-mT 15 q(:n).

4.1.4

Statistics ~f Exp~nential Filters
C@nsiderable interest has been

f~cused

on digital filters and

sampled""data systems in recent years,9 and i't 119 not surprising therefore
that some attention has been gi.ven in the literature to the analysis ef

the type of cGumter just described.
Ottermsl'l 19 presents an approach involving exponentially-:m.app~
past statistics to the analysis <J>f a process where 0nly the recent
behaviour of the pr-ecess is El)f interest.

The expenentially-mapped-past

46.
(EM?) average of q(N) may be obtained from equation (4.10) as fellows, if
v(o) ~ o~
N-n

k

Otterman also defines an

q(n)

vU.l'iance -rhdeh may be of use in the

analysis of the counter response to a stochastic }input.

the0~et1cal

The EM? variance

of q(N) is presented in equation (4.30) in terms of the symbols which have
been used throughQut this sectiong
N

s2 EMP • lim

(l-k) ~

N~Q)

(q(n) _

pen)

Q

)2 kN-n ••• (4.30)

n=l

where pen) is given by equation (4.10) with N replaced by n,

OttennaD

shews that the standard statistical formula, which states that the
variance is the difference (l)f the meam-square and the square of the mean,
helds fer EMP statistics, as follews:

k s2
where the EMf

EMP

=Q2"EW -

me~square

(q EMF)2

••• (4.31)

is given by:
N

q2 EMP •

i~ (l-k) ~ kN-1II q2(n'

UrkG'Witz 20 presents a general approach to the 8Jlalysis of digital

''tsimple sweep- integrator", is almost identical t. the CPC counter just
described.

The transfer function of his filter is aimply the transfer

function of the CPC counter,

'8

given by equation

(4.18), divided by the

decay C$nstant, k,
It is af interest to summartze his results here, appropriately
modifying them to apply tG the CPO counter.

If q(n), VCR) and hem)

are as defined in the previous sections, and if r(m) is the normalized
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ante-correlation fURctien er the iJ'Jput number sequence, q(a), then
Urkewitz shews that, rer any digital filter

Fer the special case

.r

the CPC ceu.ter we bave

••• (4.34)
Therereret
d)

tt2

i:k2

(1 + 2 ~

ttJU r(m) )

•••(4.3$)

mal

h.l.$ The Counter as a Correlation Device
The counters in all uaits above the tirst rank are essentiail,.

oorrelation me.ur1ng devices.

It the i t h

unit is in 181 rank above the

first, then Xi oan be broken up into the eonjuotion ot at least two lub
patterns, Xj and. It} Xi • X~flk.
X161'4.

ror example, %26 • abed • (abc) (d) •

The nonnaliz8d voltage, Pi, stored in the counter of the i t h

uit is then 81'1 estimate

or

the joint probability that Xj and. Ik will both

be u_it,. 8t the next imput pattern presentation to the computer.

Thus:

Ttle first product momelllt of the joint distribution or Xj and. It is

¢ (Xj, Xk).~ ~ Ij Xk,P (Xj, Xk)
• p(Xj- 1, It - 1) since ~j,Xk • 1,0•••• (4.37)
The mormalized eouJlter voltage, Pi, stored in the i t h umit ma1, there
tore, be regarded as an estimage, ~ (Xj,Xk), of the tirst prod.uo", moment
of the joat distribution or Xj and %1<::

•• ,(4.38)
If the n imputs to the ope are obtained from n parallel input channels,
then the i t h couater stores an exponentially time-weighted estimate of the
spatial-correlation between input patterns which are su"b-patteme of that
The contents of the i t h, jth and kt h COllRters may be

represented by Xi.

used to test for independence betweem the jth and the kt h patterns; if
they are illldependeDt, Pi • Pj Pk.
If the n imputs to the CPO are obtained from a sagle channel with
m-l synehromous delays, them the counters store exponentially time
weighted estimates of the auto-correlation-functions, up to the 1\th order,
or the imput time seque1\ce.

For an emsemole of statio.ary, ergodic time

sequences, the auto-correlatioD function of the r th order is giveft by

where x, xu' ••• ,

x.

are short form notations for x(N), x(l'4-u), ~ ••• ,

x(N- .), respectively, and where the summatioms are to be taken over all
possible values of the variables,

-r (u,v, •••• ,.) involves the present

value, x(N), of the time sequence variable, and (1'-1) past values.
¢2(u) is the second-order auto-correlatioR furtction which 1s norillally
written ¢XX(u).21,22

In our cue, x(N) can take on the values 0 or 1,

only, ad therefore equation (4.39) becOiaS

.... ,

••• (4.40)

Suppose the shirt register outputs are such that, at the Nth presentatioa,
x(N), x(N-I), x(1-2), x(N-3), x(N-h) go to the a, b,
the CPO respectively.

0,

d, and. 8'::'.\1'\s ot

Suppose the i t h umit is in the r t h rank; then Xi

is the conjuRctioR of r input variables, in this case the conjunction of
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r shifted values of x(N).

For _anple, X1 6 - abc - x xl x2, 1a the short

form notation of equation (4.39).

Then the i th counter stores a normalized

voltage which is an estimate of ¢r(u,v, ••• , g), as follows:
Pi - ~(x-I, xu-I, •••• , x.=l)

11II:

~r(u,v, ••• ,.)

••• {4.41)

For example

Pl6

-~ (x-I, Xl-I, X2-1)

III

~3 (1,2)

••• (4.42)

It e an be seen that the units in the second rank store estimated valuee
of the second order auto- correlation function, ¢2(u), for values of u from
1 up to 4; in the third rank of ¢3(u,v) for values of u from 1 up to 3
and of v from 2 up to 4; in the fourth rank of ¢4(u,v,w) for values of u
from 1 to 2, of v from 2 to 3 and of w from 3 to 4; and in the top ramk
of ¢4(u,v,w,y) for ual, v 1ll2, w-) and y-4.
~,

The method of estimating

involving an exponential weighting function,

enables the CPO to deal with Bon-stationary sequences, if the statistics
are slowly changing.

It has been shown by Fan023 that this method of

estimation is the "best" one in a certain sense.

Wiener's theorem. states

21,22 that the secend-order auto-correlation function, ¢2(u), and the
smoothed power spectrum, G(OJ), of an infinite, stationary time sequence
form a Fourier transform pair.

Fano shows that, if ¢2 (u) is measured. for

the infinite sequence using an exponential weighting function, and if the
power spectrum is measured in a p~;rticular way (which is of no interest
to us here), Wiener's theorem holds for these estimates, but does not hold
if the estimates are made in any other way.

4.2

The oeft'uter as a Elac k Eox
Having eonsidered the internal properties of the CPO im some detail,

we shall now proceed to a discussion of its pronerties as seen at the
input and output terminals.

The computer has (ni~,:ounting input channels

and a corresponding number of inference output channels, as shown in Fig. 23.

Beeause of the rule defining su'D-coJltrol (sectionJ.l), the occm-remee

ot

a coumt in an.y of the iBput ehsRnels precludes the i.ference ofa coot ill
the correspolldhg ou.tput channel.

Therefore, if an input pattern sccurs

eomtaining (r) l's (represemted by a umit in the r t h rank), a couat maybe
inferred in any or all of the (a-r) output ehanne'la eorresporl4:1m.g to the
Jlon--cotlmting input charmels, but in ne others.

Whether an inferenee

actually occurs, or Bot, im any particular output channel, depends om
the estimated value of the conditional probability of a count in that
channel, given that the particular pattern is occurring.
positive occurring input pattern be

(r ) "ones tt •
s

> r.

r~preeented

Let the total

by Xi and let it contain

Suppose Xj is a supeI"-pattem of Xi containing (8) 1 's, where

Then Xj - 1 will be inferred from the occurrence of Xi • 1, if

~ (Xj-l/Xt- 1) -

1\9(Xj-l)
(Xi-I)

p~

-...lI..

Pi

>

... (4.h3)

h

where Pj and Pi are the Bormalized voltages stored in the eonmters of
the jth and the i t h uBits, respectively.

If' Xj-l is interred., then (s-r)

1 's will appear im the imference output ehanels of the cPO.

For example, suppose that the occurring pattem is (abc).

This

pattern is represented 'by the 16th ullit and therefore Xi -X16-(abe )-1.
let Xj-X26-( abed).

Suppose that past events have 'been such that the

:normalized voltages stored in the counters of the 16'th and 26t h ··01\8
are

P16-~ and

1'26

=i-

~(~6-1 I

Then

X16-1)

_1~Xz6-1~
p X16-1

_ 1'26

_)

1'16

Ii

and X26-l will be inferred if the threshold, h, is 1.

2

of X26-1 is equivalent to the infereneethat dale

••• (h.hh)
The inference

Therefore a lw:U1

appear in the (d) output ehaaaaL,
The CPO 'tcompletes" occurring input patterns by theaddition of "ones"
to them, guided by an internal estimate of the statistical structure of

the incoming information.
changes in a

no~stationary

The internal estimate can "follow» the statistical
stochastic input, if they are slow with respect

to the conditioning time of the
Uttley

5 points

cpe.

Thus the CPC is a self-adaptive system.

out the possibility of obtaining "reinforcement" of

patterl'..B by feeding the inference outputs back into the counting inputs,
resulting in activity in the CPO becoming self-maintaining.

This has not

been done with the present CPC, however.

4.3

~lications

4.3.1 Jd aptive Code Correction
Suppose that messages are being sent over a noisy channel in a
vocabulary consisting of v code words of n bits each, and suppose that
the vocabulary is subject to changes consisting of the addition of new
code words and the deletion of old ones.

Let each successive word be

presented as an input pattern to an n- input

cpe.

Then the CPO c an be

used as a code correction device which can "learn" the vocabulary which is
actually being used by the transmitter, provided that the number of words
transmitted between vocabulary changes is large compared to the number of
input pattern presentations reqUired for the CPO to adapt to a vocabulary
change, and provided that the errors are uncorrelated and consist only of
deletions of l's from the code words.

A complete pattern CPO, as described

in section 2., could take care of addition errors as well, although conflil:;ts
would probably arise between the corrections to positive patterns and
the corrections to negative patterns.

A general theorem in coding states that, if errors consisting of the
change o.f m, or fewer, bits are to be corrected, then the code words must
differ in at least 2m+l corresponding positions (i. e. the "d:i.stance"
between code points in the signal space must be at least 2m+1)24.
the particular case considered here, the theorem ensures that the

d~

For

deletion of (m) ttones tt from any word in the vocabulary results in a word
which could not be obtained by the deletion of m ~onestt from
other words in the vocabulary.

amy' of

the

It has been demonstrated (in the CPC

simulatiol!l programme Which is being carried out at this laboratory on an
LGP-30 digital computer) that the CPCwill correct all single deletion

e,rrors in a vocabulary with a minimum distance of 3, if the errors in
each chaJlnel are uncorrelated and not too frequemt, once it has become
comditiomed to the vocabulary.

h. 3.2 Pred ict iOD
Am

l'}ao

input CPC, operating from (n) parallel input channels, cannot

be used as a parallel pattern predictor, since no record is made of the
order of occurrence of input patterns.

However, an n- input CPC can be

used as a predictor for (m) parallel channels, where (m) is less thafl
(a ), if each channel is subject to n-m unit delays, the output of each

m

delay being presented to a separate input of the computer.
the value of

The larger

!!:!., the larger will be the segment of the past history of
m

activity in the channels on which prediction will be based.

Note that

prediction which is correct more than half the time, on the average, is
possible only for input pattern sequences which are redundant, irl the sense
in which the term is used in information theory.

Uttley has considered

the problem of prediction. by aCPC for the case where (m) is large and
each i_put is delayed once

2,h. We shall cons ider the case where .-5

and mal; L, e., the (1'1) CPC inputs are obtained from a single input
channel delayed (n-L) times.
Delayed. values of a time sequence in a single input channel may be
stored and then presented to the cpe inputs by the shift register shown
ill Fig. 170

At each OCCUITence of a time sequence digit in the single

input channel, the shift register presents a 5-digit sean of the sequence
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to the CPU, where count.e are registered in the appro.priate l.lllits.

If the

occurring digit is x(l) , then the values of x(N), x(N-I), x(N-2), x(N-3) and
x(N-4) are presented to the a,b,c,d and e inputs of the OR:, respectively.
After this presentation has been completed, prediotion of x(N+l) may be
accomplished by shifting this pattern on the outputs of the shift register
and ·probing- the CPO with the resulting shifted pattern.

This shift leaves

a zero in the (a) output channel of the shift register and transfers the
values of x(N) , x(N-l), x(N-2) and x(N-3) to its b, e , d and eoutput channels,
respectively.

The digit appearing in the (a) inference ouput channel of the

CPe, as a result of the "probe· with this pattern, will then be the predicted
value of x(N+l).

Since only super-units of the (a) unit are required for this

application, the number of CPe units may be reduced from 2n - 1 to 2D.-l.
It is suggested that a "penny-matching" machine be built using the CPe
in the shift-register input mode.

Because of the OPe's time-pattern recogni

tion properties it is probable that such aimachine could beat a human opponent
more than half the time, on the average, provided that its opponent's sequen<'fe
of plays is redundant.

To enable the machine to adapt quickly to the

statistics of its opponent's play it would be necessary to operate the CPe
with the maximum possible counting and decay rates, and to pre-load the
oounters with the average values they would store for a random, unoorrelated
sequence with zero redundancy.

(ioe., with a probability of

t

of a ·oneR

occurring at any trial).
A number of papers on binary sequence prediction have appeared in the
literature in the last few years (see, for examp.le , Refs. 25 9 26, 27, 28,
and 31).

One of them25 describes a "penny-matching" machine called SEH:R

whose play is based on logical rules relating to the dstate of play" of
the machine at the time the play is to be made" where the "state of play"

,4.
is determiR.ed by the Bature of the last two plays and whether they resulted
im a wim or a loss.

It would be iDteresting to compare

th~

perfomance ot

the CPO, in the configuration described in the previous par'sraph, with
that of SEER.
Gabor

15

has built a predicting filter lfhich operates

time functiom rather than a discrete time sequence.

on a continuous

Based On the

assumption that the input will be a etochastic function with a limited
frequency band, P, the filter

operat~s

by sampling the iwput at iJltervals

1/2F seconds apart and constructing • predicting operator from the sample
values.

If fO' fl' f2, •••• , f., are; the

sampl~

values of th.e illPut

functioJt, t(t), at t-o,-1/2F,-2/2F, •••• , -_/2F, respectively, the.
the predicting operator, O(f( t), is constructed as follows;

L

~ ~ fRlt~tJl3rnll\2n3+ ••••

Xll n2

• • • (4.45)

n.3

where the r's represent the weights given to the products at taO.
actual filter, 18 samples are possible, and up to
can. be realized.

94

Im the

terms of the summatioB

The r's are ad.justed d.uring a teaching period, for a

particular input fection f(t), to minimize the mean-square error between
O(f(t»

at taO, and f(t) at t- +1/2F.Or1ce this has been dOBe, it is

claimed that the filter will be an optimum predictor for any member of
the ergodic ensemble of liIhich f( t) isa member.

A mathematical

justificationror the choice of the operator function is given.
It is interesting to not ice that if f( t) is a disc rete, hinary tinle
sequence having the possible values 0 and 1, then the operator reduces
to
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where the r's represent the weights given to conjunctions of l's.

If the

OPe is operated from a shift-register input, then the normalized voltages
stored in the counters of the units in any rank bear a striking resemblance
to the res defined in the corresponding term of (4.46).

For example, the

noraaHzed voltage stored in the 6t h unit t which is in the second rank,

isg

16

= p (x(N)

4.47)

= 1, x(N-1) = 1)

P6 may be regarded as the weight given to the conjunction of x(N) = 1 and
x(N-l)

=1

at the present time (n = U, in the notation which has been used

in the analysis of the CPe').

The second term. in the equation (4.46) contains

a tam rnJ:l2 == 1'"1,0 which bears a striking resemb1anc~ to P6' sd.nce it is
the weight assigned to the conjunction of f O=l and f1=1 a.t the present time
(n = 0, in the notation of equation (4.45) )

0

In the case of~h.\ OP(){~b.e

weight is determined by-the nature of the input counting sequence to the

6t h counter and by the properties of the counter, and is continually kept
up to date.

In the case of Gabor's filter, the wei.ght is determined during

a teaching period and then remains constant.

4.3.3 Pattern Recognition
The CPO is essentially a pattern recognition device.

The correction

of an incomplete code-word and the prediction of the next bit in a binary
time sequence are both pattern recognition operations.

In each case the

crPG "recognizes· a pattern which it has learned, even if the pattern is
somewhat degraded by the absence of some of its propertieso

In fact,

Uttley's original interest in conditional probability 2 stemmed from his
desire to extend the capabilities of his patter.n oia~sification machine 1,
to enable it to recognize patterns on the basis of incomplete information.

In gemeral, the recogJlitio:n of a pattern is a binary operatio.; either

a pattern belongs to a particular "category or it does not.
reeogI'lition machine must make binary (yes, no) decisions.

Thus a pattern
This is the

fUJ1dame.tal justification ror building a machine which makes inferences
on the basis of threshold values of conditional probability, rather than.
one that stores the actual values of all co:nditional probabilities.
Selfridge 19 defi.es pattern recognitio:n as "the classification ofa set
of data into learned categories rt and learning as "the acquiring of
feasible operational

defi~itions

of the categories D•

In the case of the

CPO, the "categories· are the various positive input patterns which can
occur and the ltopera.tional definitionit' of a particular pattern lies in the
weight assigned to the conjunctions of the input variables contained in
the particular pattern.
'I'hepattern recognit:j.on process, by which a parlieular'Oatrnrnng
posit~ve

b.put pattern is ttrecognized tt as a particular learned positive

p~ttern,

may be thought of as the scanning of a conditional probability

m~trix.

An n-input posittve patte~ cpe may be representeda~, a (2 Ll), 't;lY'

X(:R) conditional probability m..-trix, as shown in equation (4.48) for .-).

'P

=:

a

b

e

a

1

pCb/a)

p{c/a)

b

pea/b)

1

pee/b)

e

p(a/c)

p(b/c )

1

ab

1

1

p(c/ab)

aC

1

p(b/ac)

1

be

p( a/be)

1

1

abe

1

1

1

The i th oit is represented by the i t h row of P,

••• (4.48)

When a particular
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pattern occurs, the pattern recognition operation consists of the

sc~ing

of the appropriate row of P to determine if any super-patterns of the
occurring pattern have conditional probabilities of occurrence which are
greater than the threshold of inference, h.

If any such super-patterns

exist, then the cpe "recognizes" that the occurring pattern is probably
acorract, and infers 1 "s in the appropriate output channels to correct it.
If no such super-patterns exist, then the CPC "rec ognf.sea" that the

occurring pattern is probably correct.

It is obvious that successful pattern recognition, regardless of type
of device employed, depends on the learned categories being "far enough
apart" to be distinguishable um.der all possible conditions which are likely
to be encountered.

Thus the code words of section 4.3.1 must be a

miDiJ'num distance ttapart", determined by the expected kind of error, i f

correction is to be made without making mistakes.
If a radically different pa.ttern is presented to the CPC, the CPC

will at first attempt to infer 1 9 5 in the output channels to correct it
to one of the learned patterns.

However, if the pattern is too far from

any of the learned patterns, the inferences will probably result in a
pattern which is not mcluded among them.

If the new pattern occurs ofte.

enough, the CPC will eventually become conditioned

toit~

i. e., it will be

included among the learned patterns.
It must he pointed out that the CPC has extremely limited learning
capabilities, in that the method of weighting past

information~

the

setting of inference thresholds, and the connection of units to inputs

are all pre-determined.

The only quantities which can be learned are the

actual weights ass igned to the various conjunctions.
whatever can be taken of the

nsignificance~

Thus no account

of incoming information.

h.3.4

The CPO as an Optimizing Controller
Andrelf 16 discusses some possible ways of applying learning machines

to the control of industrial processes.

In particular, he discusses the

application of the CPC to goal seeking control applications where the
control and output variables of the process are binary.

Not surprisingly,

he concludes that such applications are unlikely to be of much interest
because of the extremely limited nature of the variables involved.
It seems an obvious extension, however, to use the CPC in the goal
seeking control of a continuous process, if the binary counting inputs
to the CPC represent the signs (positive or negative) of perturbations
in the process variables.

Such a system is shown in Fig.

24.

The humSJ1

operator adjusts the set points of the process to reasonable operating
values which are as close to the optimum values as he can make them.

'!he

increment pattern generator then takes over control of the process by
applying patterns of positive and negative perturbation increments to the
set points and, after normalization to 1 and 0, to the counting inputs
of the

cpe.

The generator will certainly be random if no prior Wormatiol1

is available about the process.

Prior iltformation about the process

would enable certain of the patterns to be excluded, thereby reducing the
required exposure time of the CPC to the process.

In. addition, .the theory

of evolutionary operation due to Box 30 might provide clues on how to
weight the pattern generator.

Thechsnges in the process outputs which

occur as a result of these incremental set point changes are compared
with the process goals and constraints, and binary signals areprcdueed
by the comparison, so that a 1 represents a variable which has changed in
the desired direction and a 0 a variable which has changed in the wrong
direction. or has notCA:bged at all.
the remaining' inputs of theCPC.

These binary signals are applied to

After a pre-set exposure time, Which

must be long enough that each permissible increment pattern is applied to
the set points a sufficient number of times to allow conditioning of the
CPC to take place, the pattern generator ceases operation and a "probe"
of' the CPC inputs associated with the goal variables is applied.

The probe

consists of the pattern of 1 's and D's which is considered to represent
the most "favourable tt changes in the output variables as related to the
goals.

The inferences in the CPC output channels associated with the set-

point increments are then applied to readjust tJhe set points, a 1 inference
resulting in the addition of an increment to the appropriate set point, and
a 0 inference resulting in the subtraction of an increment from the
appropriate set point.

The cycle then begins again, with perturbation

increments being applied to the n.ew set points.

The size of the incrementa

could be adjusted acoording to 'some measure of how "close" the process is
,

,

'to the optimum (see, for example, Andrew 16 p.498).
It is important to notice that a complete cpe is not required for this
application, since olll1y those units are necessary which are associated
with the binary pattern representing the degree of goal achievement.

If

there are n bits in this pattern (n could be less than the actual number
or monitored process variables, k, but it is unlikely that it would be
greater), and if supercontrol is carried out only to the rank above the
highest counting UJlit, then m(21\.1) CPG u:aits are required, where m is the
number of set points.

Thus the required size of the CPC increases linearly'

with the number of process inputs.
There are three characteristic times which are of importance to the
operation ,just desc ribed; the exposure time of the CPC to the process, the
conditioning time of the CPC and the response time of' the process.

In

order for the CPC to be useful in this application, the exposure time must

60.
be considerable greater than the conditioning time of the

cpe,

which in

turn must be considerably greater than the process response time.

61.
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DEFINITION OF SYMroIS AND TERMS
CPC

•••

a,b,c,d.,e

•••

-,blf',C*,~,eJ*

•••
•••

r

•••

i, j, k

•••

Zi

•••

X'i

Yi

•••

~(Xi=l)

•••

~(Xj=l / Xf=l)

•••

• ••
•••

vr+ Tm1x

••• counting capacitor in uttleyts eouater
••• storage capacitor
••• recovery time constant of Uttley's counter
T

••• real time period of uniform counting traim

E

••• reference voltage of Uttley's couJIlter

k

••• dec By constant; Uttley' s counting constant

Q

••• counting il'lcrement

h

••• inferaAce threshold

t

••• Uttley's inference threshold, time •

01( Cll~ C12 )

••• coumting capacitor

C2{C2lJ C22 )

••• decay capacitor

A

••• counting relay

y

A, B, C,D,E, F, G, H,
I, J, L,. N,

••• subcontrol timing relay
••• terminals of Basic Unit

q(N)

••• counting increment of Nth presentation

q/ (N)-q (N)+TD

••• counting increment including drift • ••

D

••• drift rate (volts/hour)

yeN)

••• coumter voltage after Nth presentation

Ta(N)

••• supercontrol output voltage at Nth presentation

e(N)

absolute error due to drift at Nth presentation

E1nax

••• lim e(N) as

T(emax'

••• period

x(N)

••• time sequence variable at Nth presentation

x(N-u)

••• time sequence variable, u presentations back

m

••• spacing between count.e

M

••• number of iDputpresentations to last count

N~OO

T giving specified value of

E1n.sx

••• number of imput presentations since last coumt
up to pres ent
v(m,w, M)

••• voltage tor

z

••• z transform variable

H(z)

••• transfer function

Q(z)

••• z - transform of q(n)

V(z)

•••

d(m)

••• digital unit impulse

hen)

••• digital impulse response

G(s)

••• transfer function

get)

••• impulse response

G*(s)

••• Laplace transform of sampled response

EMf'

••• exponentially-mapp ed-past

M,

w, M•

z - transform of v(n)

66.

• •• EMF average of q(n'
• •• E.MP variamce

•••

EM? mea.... square of q (Il)

•••

meo-square of q(lIl)

••• meo- square of v(.)
¢(Xj~Xk)

••• first product-moment of joint distributioJl

~(Xj~Xk)

••• estimated product-mome:n.t

¢r(u,v, ••• )

••• auto-correlation function of r t h order

~r

••• estimated auto-correlation function

0(00)

••• smoothed power spectrum

O(f(t»

••• Oabor's predicting operator

fn

••• Gabor's sample n/2F back im the past of r( t)

••• pattern matrix
R

••• set points

c
o

••• monitored process variables
••• goals and constraints

g

• •• success indications

p

••• success probes.

r

••• perturbation increments

s

••• normalized perturbation increments
••• inferred perturbation increments

67.

Jaalysis of the Effect of Counter Drift
Let the drift rate in a particular counter be D volts per second and
let i.put patterns be presented to the computer every T seconda,

Theft an

"effective" counting incremen.t m.ay be defined as follows:
I

. .

q (N) • q(N)+'I'D •

{Q+TD, if q (N)-~
.

Tn, if q(N)-O
Equation

(3.3) then becomes
v(N) .. k(v(N-l)+q/(N)

••• (A.2)

ExpamdiDg (A.2), we get

+ TD(k+k2 + •••• +

k'l)

••• (A.3)

This is the same as (4.2), except for an error term, e(N);

N

kTD

e(M) == Tn (k+~ + •••• k ) == leak

(l-~)

••• (A.4)

e(N) is the error due to drift in a counter with drift rate D, after
N input pattern presemtations to the computer, T seconds apart.

Note

that e(N) is entirely independent of the nature of the c ounttng sequence

Pattern. No.
i

Complete Pattem
a b c d e

0

0 0 0 0 0

1
2
3

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0 0

4
5

6

8
9

10
11

0
0
0
0
0

12

13

14

15

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

28
29
30

.31

I~

a
b

e
d

e

ab

0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1
0 0
1 0
0 1
1 0
0 1

a- c
a d
a e
b c
b d
b e
e d

c e

0 0 1 1

d e

0
0
1

0
1
1
0

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

26
27

Table

1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1

Negative Patten Rank
No.r
Ii

a -e

at) c

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

1 1 1 0
1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 0
1 0 0 1
0 1 1 1
0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1

16
17

Xi

0 0 0
0 0 0

1 1 0
1 0 1
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 1

7

Positive Patten

,

s c cr e
i'
a
a
a

-

ae

c

-

-

a-

c Qe
t;
e

-aa cr-e ee
--a e Q
a b 
e
a Da
-a 0' -c

-

a b e
a e d
a e e
a d e
b C d
b c e
b d e
e d e
,

(J

b e d
b c e
b d e
c d e
b e d ':e

1 1 1 1 1

a b c d e

2

'6' e e
0 c a-

d e

a
a
a
a

1

'6' (i e
0' e e
0- e cr

a b e
a b d

1 1 1 0
1 1 0 1
1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1

O'

-c -e

:3

-c -

be
bd

b o
·'-"t -r::=:a
as
a a
a e
a b

--

-

e
d

4

c

'b
a

Pattem Scheme for a Set of Five Binary Variables

5

-°1

Maximum.
and Minimum

Median Value of 01
( uf)

Values of G/E

n'11 • 0.131

0.0411

0.0419, 0.0406

0.228

0.0694

0.0702, 0

o,359

0.1050

0.1060, 0.1041

=0.0833

0.0265

0 0 0 2 6 7 , 0.0262

C12

lIil

Gll+ TI'12

til

~11~12

CCll+C12 )

00685

it
(1+(02 /

C) )-1

Maximum
and Mimimum
Values of k

C21

= 0.097

0.9693

0.9689, 0

022

= 0.131

0.9588

0.9596, 0.9581

0.9306

0.9313, 0 0 9298

0.9821

0.9812, 0.9819

C21+G22

Note~

:=

0.228

09694

C = 3.06 uf.

Table II:

Media.. Conmter

Capaeit~ee

Values of k and g/E

Values and Associated

- 10.

Deea:y
Constant

Maximum.

Maximum

Allowable
Drift Error

Allowable
ItlputP attenl
P resentatioJl
Interval
for e ~

emu

k

emax

T(e

(Tolts)

(see)

max

)

8

0.5

37

74
0.92

0.1

32
157

1.0

313

Notei: Drift rate assumed equal to one volt per hour.

Table ITIi:

Allowable bput Pattern. Presentation Itltervals

as Determined by Drift
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G, F
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19 - B

Block Diagram of the Basic Unit
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(l-k) (v(N-l)+q(N)

_L

Gounter

Voltage

----~-v(N)

(v)

I
I

q(N)

V(N-l)--'~~I

I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I

,0

I

I
I

k---~.
1.1 seo ~ 0.9

t

k(v(N-l)+q(N»)

I

se~

I
I
I

Super
control
Output

I

Voltage
(v )
s

I'

;...----~ --vs(N) = q(N)

e

Time
Fig. 8:

:>

Timing of Operations in the Basic Un!t

hv(N-l)
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Relay

6SJ7

Inference
Indication
Counting
Indication

h

Note:
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See Fig.
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settings.
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